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N.B. Using the lock or the escutcheons during the reset procedure is strictly 
prohibited.

1.3 - RESET BUTTON OPERATION 

To perform the lock reset procedure you must leave the door open and the lock powered. 
By holding down the button, push the latchbolt all the way in, 3 consecutive times. 
Reset starts when the red, green and yellow LEDs have lit up on both escutcheons and 
the buzzer sound has started. 
The procedure continues for about 2 minutes during which the lock performs a factory 
reset and ends with all LEDs switched off on both escutcheons

1 - GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
Mottura Serrature di Sicurezza S.p.A. thanks you for choosing this product and reminds you:

-  To read all of these instructions very carefully before installing the lock or doing any maintenance work on the product.
-  That all assembly and connection procedures must be done in conformity to the rules of Good Practice and to current law. DO NOT install this 

product in rooms or atmospheres at risk of explosion or in the presence of flammable fumes/gases.
- Do not install the lock on doors with risk of contact with water or atmospheric agents if not properly protected.
-  To switch off the power supply and disconnect all live parts before doing any installation or maintenance work on the product. Take all possi-

ble precautions to eliminate the risk of electrical shock when doing the installation or maintenance procedures described in this manual.
-  The installer must deliver these instructions and all of the maintenance instructions to the user.
-  Keep these instructions for future reference and attach the sales receipt to validate the warranty.
-  In case of problems contact authorized dealers only.

Mottura Serrature di Sicurezza S.p.A. may change the characteristics of the products described in these instructions at any time and without notice.

1.1 - WARRANTY TERMS
This product has been inspected by Mottura Serrature di Sicurezza S.p.A. and is guaranteed to be free of all manufacturing defects for the time 
specified by current Italian law, starting on the date of purchase indicated on the sales receipt.
The warranty is in force if the sales receipt, showing details identifying the product, is exhibited to customer service personnel.
The warranty covers the replacement or repair of parts found defective at origin due to manufacturing defects. Costs of shipping to and from 
service centers will be paid by the customer.
In case of repeated malfunctions of the same type or unrepairable defects, Mottura Serrature di Sicurezza S.p.A. may, at its own discretion, replace 
the complete product. The warranty on the replaced product will continue until expiration of the original warranty.
If work is necessary at the customer’s home, the customer will be required to pay a charge for the costs of transfer of authorized technical person-
nel.
Transport will be at the customer’s risk if the product is sent by the customer and at the authorized technician’s risk if the product is picked up and 
transported by the technician.

1.2 - LIMITS OF LIABILITY
The warranty does not cover damage due to:

- negligence, carelessness or use in any manner not described in these instructions
- lack of protection of the lock prior to carrying out any work operations on the door, such as drilling or welding (welds, panel holes, structure 

holes, etc.), which may generate waste materials that will hinder the correct operation of the lock upon entering its mechanism
- maintenance performed in any manner not described in these instructions or by unauthorized personnel
- use of non-original accessories/components Mottura
- transport without the necessary precautions

 and from any circumstances that cannot be attributed to manufacturing defects.

Work temperature: -10°C to +55°C. The batteries guarantee correct operation of the lock in the specified temperature range. If such temperature 
extremes are approached or exceeded, battery performance may decrease rapidly, with possible malfunction of the electrical part. In case of ex-
tremely low temperatures, it is advisable to power the lock from the mains by using the 230/12 V transformer.
In addition, Mottura Serrature di Sicurezza S.p.A. declines all liability for any damage to persons or property deriving from failure to observe all of 
the precautions described herein.

N.B. Mechanical lock operation is guaranteed even when the electronics of the lock has no anomaly. This excludes any electronic 
safety level. Mechanical keys should therefore only be used by the owner and/or by extremely trustworthy persons.
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2 - ESCUTCHEONS
2.1 - INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON with KEYPAD  

The internal escutcheon has a keypad with 3 function keys and 4 LEDs (red-yellow-blue-green). 
The function keys are:

- up/down arrow: to select and confirm programming 
- E (Enter): to open/close lock in normal use.

The LEDs show lock status or execution of an operation by means of light signals identical 
to those of the external escutcheon:

- RED LED flashing     lock closed
- RED LED steady on    lock closing
- GREEN LED flashing    lock open
- GREEN LED steady on    lock opening
- GREEN and RED LEDs steady on   lock in programming phase
- YELLOW and BLUE LEDs    programming signals
- All LEDs steady on for 2 seconds when “E” key is pressed         internal security code active

Beeps signal to confirm when the lock has been opened or closed.

If the system is not used, it goes into stand-by after 5 seconds to save energy:

- lock active .......................... flash every second

- lock in stand-by .....…..…flash every 4 seconds

You can also use the keypad to check the type of power supply and, in case of battery 
power, check the charge level (see paragraph 8.1).  
Only with the door closed, press the up arrow + E keys simultaneously for 3 seconds.
The LEDs will signal as follows: 

- BLUE LED steady on ...............................................………….............………………… grid power

- GREEN LED steady on  ...........................................…….…………….power (batteries efficient)

- BLUE LED steady on + GREEN steady on ............................……............... grid + battery power

- YELLOW LED steady on + 3 beeps ................................................... reminder to replace batteries

- YELLOW LED steady on + double high-low sound............................................ batteries drained

The reminder to replace the batteries is given before any operation is done (opening/
closing, etc.). You should replace the batteries as soon as possible to ensure correct fun-
ctioning of the lock.

2.2 - INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON with DISPLAY

The escutcheon includes the following components:

- a color display OLED, a matrix of 160 x 128 pixels, the size of 1.69 "

- a keyboard with five keys, four of which (arrow keys) are used to move menu entry and one 
(the "E" key) is used to confirm the choices you made earlier.

   E (Enter): to open/close lock in normal use

- the LEDs show lock status or execution of an operation by means of light signals identical to 
those of the external escutcheon:

- RED LED flashing     lock closed
- RED LED steady on     lock closing
- GREEN LED flashing     lock open
- GREEN LED steady on     lock opening

Beeps signal to confirm when the lock has been opened or closed.

If the system is not used, it goes into stand-by after 5 seconds to save energy:

- lock active .......................... flash every second

- lock in stand-by .....…..…flash every 4 seconds

To use the display escutcheon refer to the appropriate instruction manual supplied with the 
product.
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2.4 - EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON with TRANSPONDER

2.3 - EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON with KEYPAD-TRANSPONDER

The external escutcheon with TRANSPONDER has a transponder reader (RFID), a buzzer, and three LEDs 
(RED-YELLOW-GREEN). It checks the presence of a transponder key (TAG) placed as close as possible to the 
read zone located in the center (zone A).

The LEDs, just like the internal escutcheon, show the status of the lock or the execution of an operation by 
means of light signals:
- RED LED flashing      lock closed
- RED LED steady on     lock closing
- GREEN LED flashing     lock open
- GREEN LED steady on     lock opening
- YELLOW LED       programming signals

Beeps signal to confirm when the lock has been opened or closed.

The backlighted external escutcheon with KEYPAD/TRANSPONDER has 12 function keys, 
a transponder reader (RFID), a buzzer, and three LEDs (RED-YELLOW-GREEN).
It provides 2 ways to open/close the lock:

- numerical PIN: the keypad lets you enter a PIN (3 to 8 digits) with which to operate the 
lock.

- transponder key (TAG): the escutcheon checks the presence of a transponder key (TAG) 
positioned close to the MM logo at the bottom (zone B).

 

The function keys are:

- number keys: to enter codes

- P (Programming): to enter the programming phase.

- E (Enter): to open/close the door (after entering the code) in normal use; confirms a 
selection in programming phase.

The LEDs show door status or execution of an operation by means of light signals:

- RED LED flashing     lock closed

- RED LED steady on    lock closing

- GREEN LED flashing    lock open

- GREEN LED steady on    lock opening

- YELLOW LED     programming signals

Beeps signal to confirm when the lock has been opened or closed.

- YELLOW LED steady on + 3 beeps   reminder to replace batteries

- YELLOW LED steady on + double high-low sound batteries drained 

The reminder to replace the batteries is given before any operation is done (opening/
closing, etc.). You should replace the batteries as soon as possible to ensure correct fun-
ctioning of the lock.

RED Led GREEN Led

YELLOW Led

RED Led GREEN Led 

zone A

YELLOW Led
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3 - TRANSPONDER KEYS (TAGs)
The term TAG refers to all types of transponder keys, which may be FREE DUPLICATION (200 max – Free TAG system) or PROTECTED DUPLICATION 
(255 max with different code - Protected TAG system).

There are three versions:

- TRANSPONDER KEY [1]

- TRANSPONDER CARD [2]

3.1 - TRANSPONDER KEY (TAG) 
The basic TAG has the transponder in an ergonomic shell placed in the top of the key where the Mottura logo is inserted and, in the Protected TAG 
system, the number (ex.: M0001/F0001..) of the system to which it belongs, followed by the key code.

3.2 - TRANSPONDER CARD (TAG)
The TAG has the transponder inserted in a card in the center. In a free TAG system the card is ORANGE.
In a Protected TAG system the card is YELLOW and shows the number (ex.: M0001/F0001..) of the system to which it belongs, followed by the key 
code.

3.3 - GREEN TRANSPONDER (TAG) CARD (ONLY FOR PROTECTED TAG SYSTEM)
This TAG is EXCLUSIVE for each lock. It is not used to open/close the lock, but instead to program the lock or to demonstrate legitimate ownership 
in order to request duplicates of TAG keys (done only by Mottura serrature di sicurezza SpA’s authorized dealers).
If it is lost, no duplicate is issued. This protects the legitimate owner and prevents anyone who may have the card (even temporarily) from reque-
sting an unauthorized duplicate. Therefore, it must be stored carefully in a safe place. The characters printed in the white field specify the lock 
system code (in the example: M0001/F0001..).

3.5 - TAG KEYS: BASIC CONCEPTS 
TAGs can be memorized in the lock with 2 hierarchy levels (MASTER and SERVICE) that have different functions:

FREE TAG SYSTEM PROTECTED TAG SYSTEM

SYSTEM CARD    access programming 
    memorize/delete master TAGs
    memorize/delete service TAGs
    enable and disable all service TAGs
    complete reset of TAGs memory
    set security code (internal side)

MASTER                    open/close lock
    access programming
    memorize/delete other master TAGs
    memorize/delete other service TAGs
    enable and disable all service TAGs
    complete reset of TAGs memory
    set security code (internal side)

MASTER                       open/close lock only

SERVICE     open/close lock only (if enabled) SERVICE                      open/close lock only (if enabled)

MASTER TAGs belong to a higher hierarchy level and must be stored 
very carefully (homeowners, access supervisors, etc.). ONLY MASTER 
TAGs ALLOW PROGRAMMING.

MASTER TAGs belong to the highest hierarchy level (homeowners, ac-
cess supervisors, etc.).

SERVICE TAGs belong to a lower hierarchy level (service staff, access users, etc.).
For example, if you will be away from home and do not want holders of service TAGs (such as domestic help, gardener, etc.) to be able to open 
the door, you can access programming and temporarily disable the service cards (see paragraph 5.3).
When you return, just re-enable them (see paragraph 5.4).

We strongly advise you to memorize multiple MASTER TAG 
keys (storing one in a safe place) because if all of the MA-
STER TAGs are lost you will NOT be able to open the lock. On 
the other hand, if one of these keys is stolen you will be able 
to access programming with another MASTER TAG and 
change all of the TAGs memorized in the system.

The system sees TAGs with the same code (even if a different 
type) as a single TAG: memorizing or deleting one of them 
enables or disables all the others as well.
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Attention! Remember that TAGs memorized as masters look the same as service TAGs.

There are no duplicates Duplicated of TAGs can be supplied, as needed, with the same code 
(ex.: 01,01,01) or different code (ex.: 04, 05, 06...) as those already in the 
system The TAG code is shown on the TAG, as seen in the figure.

The same TAGs, even if diffe-
rent types, are identified by 
the same code number.

If a TAG is lost or stolen, you have to completely delete all of the TAGs 
in the system memory (see paragraph 5.6), then re-memorize all of the 
TAGs remaining in your possession (see paragraphs 5.1 – 5.2) accor-
ding to the required hierarchy (master/service).

If a TAG with integrated key is lost or stolen, you should replace the 
cylinder and keys as well.

If a TAG with duplicates (TAG with same code) is lost or stolen, you have 
to completely delete all of the TAGs in the system memory (see para-
graph 5.6), then re-memorize all of the TAGs that are not duplicates 
of the one lost or stolen (see paragraphs 5.1 – 5.2) according to the 
required hierarchy (master/service).
If a TAG without duplicates is lost or stolen, you have to completely 
delete all of the TAGs in the system memory (see paragraph 5.6), then 
re-memorize all of the TAGs remaining in your possession (see para-
graphs 5.1 – 5.2) according to the required hierarchy (master/service).
If a TAG with integrated key is lost or stolen, you should replace the 
cylinder and keys as well.
In both situations, if you want to request a new TAG to replace the lost/
stolen one, remember that it has to have a different code. Inform your 
Mottura authorized service center.

Information regarding inserted TAGs is not memorized on the external escutcheon, but instead on the main-board located inside the lock or in 
the board holder located on the door profile (depending on the version selected). Therefore, if the external escutcheon is stolen or damaged, 
data memorized for TAGs or PINs will not be lost.

FREE  TAG
SYSTEM

PROTECTED  TAG
SYSTEM

4.1 - CONSTRUCTION PERIOD SETTING
Free systems now include a default construction period setting, with a default code of 111111, marked by 3 beeps before each operation and the 
red, yellow and green LEDs lighting up on both escutcheons (available only for Articles 99686 / 99736 / 99749).
This feature is active until at least one MASTER TAG has been inserted.

N.B. If no procedure is done within 30 seconds after entering the menu, the system automatically exits programming and returns to 
stand-by.

The following programming procedures must be done with the door OPEN: do not 
close the door during programming.

Keep the UP arrow () key pressed on the internal escutcheon, then immediately 
press the DOWN arrow () key for an instant and then release both keys: the RED 
and GREEN LEDs will flash together. Then, depending on whether you have a FREE 
TAG or PROTECTED system, proceed as follows:

- FREE TAG SYSTEM FIRST SYSTEM (NEW or RESET lock): Place any one of the sup-
plied TAGs close to the external escutcheon scanner. It will be recognized ONLY in 
this case as the Master TAG. Your should memorize one or more Master TAGs im-
mediately (see paragraph 5.1), because only these will let you enter programming 
mode. 

- FREE TAG SYSTEM: Place a MASTER TAG close to the external escutcheon scanner.

- PROTECTED TAG SYSTEM: Place the GREEN SYSTEM CARD close to the external 
escutcheon scanner.

The buzzer will emit 3 quick beeps and the RED and GREEN LEDs will light up steadily 
to confirm that you have entered programming mode.

4 - PROCEDURE FOR ENTERING PROGRAMMING MODE

Note All programming operations that follow provide the use of the internal escutcheon with keypad. To use the 
display escutcheon refer to the appropriate instruction manual supplied with the product.
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5.1 - MEMORIZING MASTER TAG KEYS 

5.2 - MEMORIZING SERVICE TAG KEYS 

The lock is supplied so that all service TAGs inserted are always enabled. If you want to 
disable them, do as described paragraph 5.3.

If the lock is new or has just been reset, if you try to memorize a service TAG key first it will be saved 
at master level to allow future access to programming mode. It is a good rule to memorize master 
keys first and then service keys.

- Enter programming mode as described in point 4 above.

- Press the UP arrow () key and then place the TAG that you want to program at master level close to the exter-
nal escutcheon scanner. A multi-tone sound from the buzzer confirms that the TAG has been memorized (in 
this phase the LEDs can be ignored because they indicate the status (enabled/disabled) of the service TAGs). 
In case of error, the buzzer gives a rapid double high-low sound, with flashing of the YELLOW LED if the TAG is 
already memorized at service level or of the RED LED if it is already memorized at master level.

- If you want to memorize other master TAGs, repeat the above procedure.

When memorization is done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system 
will automatically exit programming mode after 30 seconds.

- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Press the UP arrow () key, release it, then press the DOWN arrow () key: a short beep and lighting of the 
BLUE LED on the internal escutcheon indicate that the system is ready to memorize a service TAG key. Place 
the TAG to be memorized close to the external escutcheon scanner. A multi-tone sound from the buzzer con-
firms that the TAG has been memorized. In case of error, the buzzer gives a rapid double high-low sound, with 
flashing of the YELLOW LED if the TAG is already memorized at service level or of the RED LED if it is already 
memorized at master level.

- If you want to memorize other service TAGs, repeat the above procedure.

When memorization is done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system 
will automatically exit programming mode after 30 seconds.

5 - MANAGING TAG KEYS

5.3 - DISABLING SERVICE TAG KEYS 
- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Press the UP arrow () key to know the status (enabled/disabled) of all the service TAGs:

if RED LED steady on and GREEN LED flashing: TAGs are enabled

if RED LED flashing and GREEN LED steady on: TAGs are disabled.

- To disable them, keep the UP arrow () key pressed and then immediately press (E) very briefly, then release 
the keys. The buzzer gives a descending scale of tones to confirm that ALL of the service TAGs are disabled.

When all procedures are done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system 
will automatically exit programming mode after 30 seconds.

5.4 - RESETTING SERVICE TAG KEYS 
- Enter programming mode as described in point 4. 

- Press the UP arrow () key to know the status (enabled/disabled) of all the service TAGs:
if RED LED steady on and GREEN LED flashing: TAGs are enabled
if RED LED flashing and GREEN LED steady on: TAGs are disabled.

- To reset them, keep the UP arrow () key pressed and then immediately press the DOWN arrow () key very 
briefly, then release the keys. The buzzer gives an ascending scale of tones to confirm that ALL of the service 
TAGs have been reset.

When all procedures are done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system 
will automatically exit programming mode after 30 seconds.
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5.5 - DELETING INDIVIDUAL TAG KEYS

5.6 - DELETING ALL TAG KEYS

This procedure applies to master TAGs and to service TAGs. In case of theft/loss of TAGs, see pa-
ragraph 3.5 as well. In Free TAG systems, you cannot delete the master TAG with which you have 
entered programming mode.

- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Keep the DOWN arrow () key pressed until the buzzer sounds (about 3 seconds).

- Keep the TAG to be deleted close to the external escutcheon scanner and simultaneously keep (E) pressed on 
the internal escutcheon for at least 3 seconds. The buzzer will give a long sound to confirm that the TAG has 
been deleted. In case of error, it will give an alternating bi-tonal sound if the TAG is not in the internal databa-
se or 5 beeps (ONLY in a FREE TAG SYSTEM) if you try to delete the master TAG with which you have entered 
programming mode.

- If you want to delete other TAGs, repeat the above procedure.

When deletion is done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system will 
automatically exit programming mode after 30 seconds.

- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Keep the DOWN arrow () key pressed until the buzzer sounds (about 3 seconds)

FREE TAG SYSTEM   

Keep the UP arrow () key pressed and then immediately press (E) very briefly, then release the keys. The 
buzzer will give a long sound (about 10 seconds) and 2 rapid beeps to confirm that you have exited deletion 
mode.
All of the TAGs in the system are now PERMANENTLY deleted.

PROTECTED TAG SYSTEM 

Keep the GREEN SYSTEM CARD close to the external escutcheon scanner and simultaneously keep (E) pres-
sed on the internal escutcheon for at least 3 seconds. The buzzer will give a long sound to confirm PERMA-
NENT deletion of all the TAGs memorized in the lock.

When deletion is done, the system will automatically exit programming mode.
If you want to memorize other TAGs, see paragraphs 5.1 and 5.2.

This procedure resets the lock to new status, after which any TAG (even one not supplied with 
the lock) placed close to the scanner will be read as valid for opening/closing the lock. 
For security reasons, you should immediately memorize new master TAGS and then, the service 
TAGS if needed.

This procedure resets the lock to new status. No TAG will be able to open/close the lock.
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6 - LOCK OPERATION MODES

N.B.: As standard, Mottura supplies locks in AUTOMATIC mode.

MODE HOW IT WORKS

DAY CLOSURE
When an operation is requested, only the spring latch is retracted for about 10 seconds, during which you can 
open the door; the spring latch is then released. The bolts are always open: use the mechanical key to close 
them. At the next operation request, they will be re-opened electrically.

AUTOMATIC
When an operation is requested, the lock opens the bolts and holds the spring latch for about 10 seconds, du-
ring which you can open the door; the spring latch is then released.
The lock re-closes automatically when the door is closed.

OPEN / CLOSE 

When an operation is requested, the lock does as follows:
- if it was closed, it opens the bolts and holds the spring latch for a maximum of about 10 seconds, during which 

you can open the door; the spring latch is then released.
- if it was open, it closes the bolts.

LATCHBOLTS ONLY 

When an operation is requested, if the lock was closed it opens the bolts; if it was open it closes the bolts. The 
spring latch is never operated electronically; to open the door you have to operate it manually with the handle.

This operating mode requires the spring latch handle to be present on both sides of the door!

Make sure you have the mechanical keys before changing or checking the operation mode. Do all procedures from inside the door so 
that, in case of error, you can always open the lock and reprogram the correct mode.

6.1 - PROGRAMMING LOCK OPERATION MODES

- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Press (E): in addition to the GREEN and RED LEDs steady on, the BLUE LED on the internal escutcheon will start flashing 
once a second for a certain number of times and will then stay off for 2 seconds, after which it will resume the flashing 
cycle until the maximum time allowed for programming (30 sec.) has lapsed.

You can determine the set mode by counting the number of consecutive flashes.

(*  =  BLUE LED on .   =  BLUE LED off )

1 . DAY CLOSURE   ( * . . * . . * . . * . . * . . * . . * . . * . .)

2 . AUTOMATIC  ( * * . . * * . . * * . . * * . . * * . . * * . .)

3 . OPEN/CLOSE  ( * * * . . * * * . . * * * . . * * * . . * * * . .)

4 . LATCHBOLTS ONLY  ( * * * * . . * * * * . . * * * * . . * * * * . .)

- To set another mode, do as follows:

for DAY CLOSURE mode, press the UP arrow () key on the internal escutcheon for 1 sec. (1 beep will confirm)

for AUTOMATIC mode, press the DOWN arrow () key on the internal escutcheon for 1 sec. (2 beeps will confirm)

for OPEN/CLOSE mode, press the (E) key on the internal escutcheon for 1 sec. (3 beeps will confirm)

for LATCHBOLTS ONLY mode, press the UP arrow () key + the (E) key on the internal escutcheon for 1 sec. (4 beeps will confirm).

After the beeps, the system automatically exits programming mode.
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6.2 - ACTIVATING / DEACTIVATING THE SECURITY CODE FROM THE INSIDE
By pressing the (E) key, you can set a security code from the inside to prevent children (or strangers) from opening/closing the door. The code 
consists of a sequence of 1 to 4 combinations of the UP arrow () key and the DOWN arrow () key needed to open/close the lock, instead of 
the usual enter (E) key.
The following programming procedures must be done with the door OPEN: do not close the door during programming.
New locks do not have a preset code.
Enter programming mode as follows :

- FREE TAG SYSTEM : 

Keep the UP arrow () key pressed until the buzzer gives a double multi-tone sound. Immediately place a Master TAG close to the external 
escutcheon scanner. Another multi-tone sound and the RED and GREEN LEDs steady on confirm entry in programming mode for the inside 
security code.

- PROTECTED TAG SYSTEM  : 

Place the GREEN SYSTEM CARD close to the external escutcheon scanner. A multi-tone sound and the RED and GREEN LEDs steady on confirm 
entry in programming mode for the inside security code.

Activate/deactivate the security code as follows :

  To ACTIVATE the code, enter the sequence from 1 to a maximum of 4 () and () keys, then confirm with (E) within 30 seconds.

Example :

You should immediately check the correctness of the programmed sequence, keeping the mechanical key on hand to open the door 
and re-program in case of error.

The buzzer gives a long beep to confirm that the security code has been activated. To open/close the lock from the inside you have to enter 
the selected code and then press (E).

  To DEACTIVATE the code, simply press (E). The buzzer gives a long beep to confirm that the security code has been deleted.

When prior to each operation the lock buzzes 3 times and the red, yellow and green LEDs light up on both escutcheons, you know that 
the construction period setting is active (see sections 4.1 - 5).

7 - LOCK OPERATION WITH TAG KEYS
To open the door from outside, open the lock by placing the activated TAG key close to the external escutcheon.

To open the door from inside, press (E) on the internal escutcheon or enter the inside security code sequence (if set) or use the optional external 
peripheral (remote button, remote control, access control system, etc.) (if installed).

See points 15 and 16 for information on the acoustic and light signals.

Repeated attempts (10 in less than 25 seconds) to open the door with unknown TAGs will put the lock in security mode. TAGs will no 
longer be read for a preset time. The YELLOW LED (in addition to the door status LED) will flash and a beep will sound every second.

When the (E) key is pressed, if all the LEDs (RED, YELLOW, BLUE, GREEN) light up on the internal escutcheon for 2 seconds and the lock 
does not open/close, it means that the inside security code is active (see paragraph 6.2).
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When prior to each operation the lock buzzes 3 times and the red, yellow and green LEDs light up on both escutcheons, you know that 
the construction period setting is active (see sections 4.1 - 5).

8 - LOCK OPERATION WITH KEYPAD AND TAG KEYS
To open the door from outside, open the lock by entering the personal access code followed by E or by placing an activated TAG key close to the 
external escutcheon.

To open the door from inside, press (E) on the internal escutcheon or enter the inside security code sequence (if set) or use the optional external 
peripheral (remote button, remote control, access control system, etc.) (if installed).

See points 15 and 16 for information on the acoustic and light signals.

Repeated attempts (5 in less than 12 seconds) to enter unknown codes or repeated attempts (10 in less than 25 seconds) to open the 
door with unknown TAGs will put the lock in security mode. Codes and TAGs will no longer be accepted/read for a preset time. The 
YELLOW LED (in addition to the door status LED) will flash and a beep will sound every second.

When the (E) key is pressed, if all the LEDs (RED, YELLOW, BLUE, GREEN) light up on the internal escutcheon for 2 seconds and the lock 
does not open/close, it means that the inside security code is active (see paragraph 6.2). 

8.1 - MEMORIZING PERSONAL ACCESS CODES

8.2 - DELETING A PERSONAL ACCESS CODE

The code should be easy to remember but hard to discover: we recommend using all 8 available 
digits.

New locks do not have a preset code.
- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Press the “P” key to enter code programming mode. Enter a code composed of a minimum of 3 to a maximum 
of 8 digits, then confirm by pressing (E). The flashing GREEN LED accompanied by 3 high-low sounds confirm 
that the code has been memorized. The flashing RED LED accompanied by 2 high-low sounds means that the 
entered code is already in memory. The same signals are given if the code has less than 3 or more than 8 digits 
or if the “P” key is pressed in this phase.

- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Press the DOWN arrow key ()  for at least 3 seconds and, anyway, until an acoustic signal warns that you have 
entered the deletion menu.

- Press again the DOWN arrow key ()  for at least 3 seconds and, anyway, until a long acoustic signal warns that 
you have entered the numerical code deletion menu. 

- Enter the code to be deleted and press “E” on the external escutcheon to confirm. The flashing GREEN LED ac-
companied by 3 high-low sounds confirm that the code has been deleted. The flashing RED LED accompanied 
by 2 high-low sounds means that the entered code was not present in memory.

- Repeat the above procedure if you want to delete other codes. 

When done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system will automatically 
exit programming mode after 30 seconds.

- Repeat the above procedure if you want to memorize other codes (max. 100 different codes).

When done, exit programming mode by pressing (E) on the internal escutcheon; the system will automatically 
exit programming mode after 30 seconds.
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8.3 - DELETING ALL PERSONAL ACCESS CODES
- Enter programming mode as described in point 4.

- Press the  DOWN arrow key ()  for at least 3 seconds and, anyway, until an acoustic signal warns that you 
have entered the deletion menu.

IF FREE TAG SYSTEM: hold the Master tag close to the external escutcheon scanner and simultaneously 
keep the DOWN arrow key ()  for at least 3 seconds and, anyway, until the buzzer emits a long sound with 
the RED LED on to confirm deletion of all access codes.

IF PROTECTED TAG SYSTEM: place the GREEN SYSTEM CARD close to the external escutcheon scanner and 
simultaneously keep the  DOWN arrow key ()  for at least 3 seconds and, anyway, until the buzzer emits a 
long sound with the RED LED on to confirm deletion of all access codes.

When the procedure is finished, the lock will automatically exit programming mode. The RED LED will go off and 
the GREEN LED will resume flashing.

To enter new codes, go back to paragraph 8.1. 

9 - POWERING THE LOCK
Options:

-  MAINS 230 VAC
an optional dedicated transformer transforms the 230VAC 50/60Hz home power supply into a 12 VDC isolated supply.

- ALKALINE BATTERIES (NOT RECHARGEABLE)
6x1.5V type D (flashlight) with optional dedicated accessories.

- MAINS + ALKALINE BATTERIES (NOT RECHARGEABLE)
230VAC + 6x1.5V type D (flashlight) with optional dedicated accessories.

- MAINS + NiMH BATTERIES (RECHARGEABLE)
230Vc + 6x1.2V NiMH 2200mAh type D (flashlight) with optional dedicated accessories.

9.1 - CHECKING POWER SUPPLY STATUS 
By means of the internal escutcheon (for escutcheon display refer to the appropriate instruction manual provided with the article), you can always 
check the type of power supply and, in case of battery power, check the charge level. In systems with rechargeable batteries: disconnect the 230 
VAC main power supply to switch off the battery charger and wait AT LEAST 15 seconds before continuing (note: the BLUE LED will not go on).
ONLY with the lock open and the door closed, keep the UP arrow () key pressed and immediately press (E) for at least 3 seconds, then release 
the keys. The LEDs and the buzzer briefly indicate as follows:

Led BLUE Led GREEN Led YELLOW Buzzer Type of power State of battery

STEADY ON MAINS absent

STEADY ON BATTERY charged

STEADY ON 3 beeps BATTERY insufficient

STEADY ON double high-low 
sound BATTERY discharged

STEADY ON STEADY ON RETE+BATTERY charged

STEADY ON STEADY ON 3 beeps RETE+BATTERY insufficient

STEADY ON STEADY ON double high-low 
sound RETE+BATTERY discharged

In systems with rechargeable batteries: when the check is done, restore the 230VAC main power supply.
In addition, the above acoustic signals accompanied only by the YELLOW LED steady on are supplied before any operation. When the signals 
advise you to replace the batteries, correct operation of the lock with regard to movement or correct reading of TAG keys is not guaranteed. You 
should replace the batteries as soon as possible.

If the lock is powered only by batteries, operations are not done if the batteries are low.
You can always use the mechanical key to operate the lock.
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11.1 - DOUBLE TUBE VERSION (Art. 99.703)  
To replace the batteries, open the door and insert a screwdriver (or a coin) in the notches on the two covers. Press gently and turn them counter-
clockwise until they come out, as shown in the figure. Remove the batteries (three in each tube). If the bottom battery doesn’t come out, press on 
it gently with the screwdriver and release it suddenly so that the spring (which pushes from behind the battery) will expel it completely. Replace 
the batteries, inserting them with the negative pole (-) in the direction of insertion and the positive pole (+) facing the cover.

10 - MAINS POWER SUPPLY

11 - BATTERY POWER SUPPLY

If the lock is powered from the MAINS, you have to use an appropriately sized transformer.

The MOTTURA transformer (AC/DC Adapter option Art. 99.683 with cable Art. 99697) was subjected to tests on the lock to obtain the legally 
required certifications regarding immunity from electrical and electromagnetic noise as well as emissions to the mains and to the environment. 
Therefore, it must be used to power lock versions that require a transformer.

The use of any transformer other than the one supplied (even for temporary testing), in addition to creating risk of damaging the lock or causing 
malfunctions, will immediately void all warranties. Mottura serrature di sicurezza S.p.A. will assume no liability for any harm/damage caused to 
persons or property.

If the lock is powered by BATTERIES, you have to use a battery pack (option Art. 99.703 or Art. 99.704) plus a battery charger (option Art. 99.711 
with cable Art. 99.712) if rechargeable batteries are used. The system automatically checks the battery charge level at the start of every cycle. 
When the batteries are near the minimum level sufficient to ensure correct functioning of the lock, 3 beeps and lighting of the YELLOW LED on the 
internal escutcheon remind you to replace them. In this condition, correct operation of the lock and correct scanning of transponder keys are not 
guaranteed. When the battery charge is no longer sufficient to operate the lock, a double high-low sound and lighting of the YELLOW LED require 
their replacement. In any case, you should replace the batteries once a year. 
Follow these instructions when replacing the batteries:

Never use rechargeable batteries if your system requires non-rechargeable (alkaline) batteries. Doing so will compromise operation 
of the lock. Never use non-rechargeable (alkaline) batteries if your system requires rechargeable batteries. Doing so will create risks 
of overheating, bursting, and acid leaks.
Mottura serrature di sicurezza S.p.A. assumes no liability for any type of malfunction, fault, and harm/damage caused to persons or 
property deriving from failure to observe the following instructions, which will also void the warranty.

For non-rechargeable alkaline batteries - 6x1.5V type D (flashlight): replace all alkaline batteries promptly (or at least once a year) as soon as the 
lock signals that their charge is insufficient to prevent electronic malfunction, failure to open the door, or damage.

For rechargeable NiMH batteries - 6x1.2V NiMH 2200mAh D (flashlight): use the Mottura code 99.711 battery charger and promptly replace all 
rechargeable batteries if the lock signals that their charge is insufficient for a few consecutive days. If insufficient charge is signaled occasionally, 
this does not mean that they have to be replaced: they may not have been sufficiently recharged after a power failure or very frequent use of the 
lock. In this case, recharge the batteries for at least 8 hours and use the lock electrically as little as possible, then check the charge level as described 
in paragraph 9.1.

In both cases, all of the batteries must be replaced at the same time, with new ones of the same brand and model. When replacing the 6 batteries, 
be extremely careful to respect their polarity in order to avoid permanent damage.

The battery pack is available in two versions: double tube or cassette.

ATTENTION: Drained batteries are harmful to the environment!!
They must be disposed of in special containers found wherever batteries are sold, as required by law.

When insertion is done, close the covers by repeating the above steps in the reverse order.
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11.2 - CASSETTE VERSION (Art. 99.704)
To replace the batteries, open the door and loosen the screws on the front of the battery holder and then completely unscrew both screws, re-
moving the front covering, so that the battery holder cassette is fully open, as shown in the figure. Pull the cassette out until it reaches the stop 
that prevents it from being completely extracted, then replace the batteries, positioning the new ones as shown on the bottom of the cassette.

After replacing the batteries, reposition the cassette in its housing. Put the front cover back in place and tighten the fixing screws.

12 - PERIPHERAL
The lock has an input for opening/closing by means of a button or operating device made by another manufacturer. Such button or operating 
device must have an output with normally open (NO) potential-free contact (for example: badge scanner, fingerprint scanner, access control, etc.). 
Use the optional cable (code 99.701) to connect the peripheral to the lock.
Whenever the contact is closed for at least 0.5 seconds (according to the set mode), the peripheral operates the lock as if the (E) key on the internal 
escutcheon were pressed.

If you want complete remote control (commanding movements and reading lock status), you can use Mottura’s optional REMOTE CONTROL devi-
ce Art. 99.684, to be connected to the communication connector with optional cable Art. 99.702. For more information, see the REMOTE CONTROL 
MANUAL.

N.B. Do not connect any type of voltage to the cable: doing so will permanently damage the lock.

13 - NOTES ON USING THE SERVICE CYLINDER 

14 - NOTES ON USING THE MASTER CYLINDER  

Top position. It is designed to overcome power failures or possible malfunctions of the electronic part. Therefore, it is preferable not to use it in 
normal operating conditions.

It must never be used when the lock’s electrical motor is working (opening/closing).

Bottom position. It is designed to give total mechanical interlocking by excluding both the electronic and mechanical drive of the service cylinder 
in order to achieve a higher level of security (for example, in case of extended absence).

It must never be used when the lock’s electrical motor is working (opening/closing).

15 - DESCRIPTIONS OF LED SIGNALS 

16 - DESCRIPTION OF ACOUSTIC SIGNALS 

During opening the GREEN LED remains steadily on.

When the lock is open the GREEN LED flashes.

During closing the RED LED remains steadily on.

When the lock is closed the RED LED flashes.

At the end of an operation, the status reached by the lock is signaled briefly by the LEDs flashing once a second. When the lock enters stand-by 
the LEDs flash every 4 seconds.

Lock operations are accompanied by a number of sounds:

when the lock is completely closed, it gives a descending 3-tone scale,

when the door can be opened, it gives rapid high-low-high sound to indicate that the bolts and spring latch are retracted, when opening is com-
plete, it gives an ascending 3-tone scale.

For actions and acoustic/LED signals other than the above, see paragraph 17 “TROUBLESHOOTING.”
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17 - TROUBLESHOOTING
PROBLEM CAUSE REMEDY 

When an operation is requested with the door clo-
sed, the lock does not close and gives a descending 
scale of sounds.

The door status sensor does not detect the closed door. Check that the lock and door status sensor are positio-
ned according to the mechanical instructions supplied

The transponder might be memorized at service level 
and temporarily denied access 

Use a Master TAG to enter the programming menu and 
re-enable the service transponders.

During an operation the lock stops and the RED 
LED flashes rapidly for a few seconds with a 2-tone 
sound.

Possible mechanical seizing or motor malfunction. Check that the latchbolts and bars (if any) move freely; 
check that the door closes correctly and is snug. 

The lock gives pairs of 2-tone sounds every 5 se-
conds with the RED LED on during the sound. The spring latch did not return to its correct position. Adjust the door so that the spring latch can protrude 

freely when the door is closed. 

The lock beeps every second for one minute and 
the YELLOW LED flashes.

The limit for entering incorrect numerical codes, or the 
limit for presenting transponders that are not valid or 
not registered in less than the required time, has been 
exceeded.

Wait 1 minute and then try again with right codes / va-
lid and registered transponders

Before an operation, the lock gives 3 consecutive 
beeps, lighting the YELLOW LED, and then does the 
operation

The batteries present in the 'system began to be di-
scharged ( *** ) Replace the batteries.

Before an operation, the lock gives 2 consecutive 
high-low 2-tone sounds, lighting the LED YELLOW.

The batteries present in the 'system are completely di-
scharged ( **** ) Replace the batteries.

With the door closed and the lock open, when a 
request to close the lock is sent the lock does not 
move and gives 5 consecutive beeps.(*)

Lack of cylinder detected Insert the cylinder in the lock 

When a transponder is presented the lock does not 
open and gives 2 pairs of sounds (first low then 
high) and the RED LED lights up

Transponder not registered Enter the programming menu and register the tran-
sponder.

After pressing the E key on the internal escutcheon 
there is an immediate single low sound.(**) The lock is communicating with another device con-

nected to it on the RS485 communication line.
-----------------------------------------------
The lock is in programming phase

Wait for the dialog to end and for the lock to return to 
stand-by, then try the operation again.
-------------------------------------------------------
Exit programming and try again.

Transponders are not read and no sound is heard.
(**) 

The memorized numerical codes do not open/clo-
se the lock.(**)

After entering a numerical code and pressing the 
E key on the external keypad escutcheon, the lock 
does not open and gives a double sound with 
flashing of the RED LED.

The correct number of digits has not been entered for 
the access code.

Enter the code again and make sure it is composed of 
3 to 8 digits.

(*) only for versions with sensor detecting presence of service cylinder linked to trap
(**) only if lock is connected to optional external devices on RS485 BUS
(***) this signal also applies to batteries used only for backup
(****) if the lock is powered only by batteries, the operation is not done.

IMPORTANT: If the cylinder is present, the mechanical key can always be used to open/close the door from outside and from inside. Any incorrect 
procedure on the escutcheon keys will not affect the lock’s operation or damage its electronic part. If the lock still malfunctions after you have 
made all necessary checks, you should call technical service or request a service call by an expert from an authorized Mottura Service Center. Un-
der no circumstances should you attempt to do technical work on the lock unless you have the necessary knowledge of its parts. Remember that 
any repairs or maintenance done by unauthorized persons will immediately void all warranties and may cause permanent damage to the entire 
mechanical and/or electronic apparatus. Even more so, given the greater riskiness of main powered versions (230 VAC), it is essential to have elec-
trical systems repaired and serviced by qualified, authorized personnel who must comply with all electrical safety standards.

Mottura Serrature di Sicurezza S.p.A. declines all liability for any malfunction, fault, harm to individuals, or damage to property 
deriving from disregard of the above-mentioned rules.
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18 - SIGNAL SUMMARY TABLE
DOOR CLOSED STAND-BY

GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER
INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing
EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing

DOOR OPEN STAND-BY
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing
EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing

DOOR OPENING
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing ascending scale at cycle end 

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing ascending scale at cycle end 

DOOR CLOSING
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed descending scale at cycle end 

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed descending scale at cycle end 

FLAT BATTERIES
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON YELLOW steady on double high-low sound 

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON YELLOW steady on  double high-low sound 

REPLACE BATTERIES
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON YELLOW steady on 3 beeps

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON YELLOW steady on 3 beeps

CHECK TYPE OF POWER
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed  - BATTERY BLUE steady on–MAINS

PROGRAMMING 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed Fixed 3 beeps

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed Fixed 3 beeps

MASTER TAG ACTIVATION 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON

multi-tone sound – Activation

YELLOW flashing double high-low sound – service TAG already in memory 

Flashing double high-low sound – service TAG already in memory

SERVICE TAG ACTIVATION 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON
BLUE Fixed multi-tone sound – Activation

YELLOW flashing double high-low sound – service TAG already in memory 

Flashing double high-low sound – service TAG already in memory

SERVICE TAG DEACTIVATION 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed Flashing descending scale 

SERVICE TAG RESTORATION 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Flashing. Fixed ascending scale

DELETION OF ALL TAGS
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed Fixed Long sound
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CONSTRUCTION PERIOD SETTING
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed Fixed Fixed YELLOW 3 beeps

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed Fixed Fixed YELLOW 3 beeps

  

DELETION OF ALL NUMERICAL KEYPAD CODES 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON Fixed long sound

CHANGE OF LOCK OPERATION MODE
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON

Fixed Fixed 1 flash BLUE 1 beep DAY CLOSURE activation 

Fixed Fixed 2 flashes BLUE 2 beeps AUTOMATIC activation

Fixed Fixed 3 flashes BLUE 3 beeps OPEN/CLOSE activation

Fixed Fixed 4 flashes BLUE 4 beeps LATCHBOLTS ONLY activation

ACTIVATION OF NUMERICAL KEYPAD CODES
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON

 Flashing 3 low-high sounds - memorization

 Flashing 2 low-high sounds - code already inserted

 Flashing 2 low-high sounds – insertion error

DELETION OF NUMERICAL KEYPAD CODES 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

EXTERNAL ESCUTCHEON

 Flashing 3 high-low sounds – deletion 

 Flashing 2 low-high sounds - code already deleted

 Flashing 2 low-high sounds – entry error 

ACTIVATION/DEACTIVATION OF INTERNAL SIDE SECURITY CODES 
GREEN LED RED LED BLUE/YELLOW LED BUZZER

INTERNAL ESCUTCHEON
Fixed Fixed double multi-tone sound - programming 

Fixed Fixed long sound - code deactivated

Pursuant to article 26 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 49 of 14 March 2014 “Implementation of EU Directive 2012/19 concerning 
waste electrical and electronic equipment (WEEE)” and article 9 of Italian Legislative Decree no. 188 of 20 November 2008 “Imple-
mentation of EC Directive 2006/66 on batteries and accumulators and waste batteries and accumulators” adequate waste sorting for 
subsequent sending of disposed equipment to recycling, treatment and environmentally compatible disposal contributes to avoiding 
possible negative effects on the environment and human health and promotes reuse and/or recycling of the materials composing 
the equipment. Unlawful disposal of the product by the user may result in the application of penalties pursuant to current laws and 
regulations on the matter. We remind that batteries and power adapters, if present, must be removed before the device is disposed. 
Batteries and adapters must be collected and separately disposed.
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NOTE
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